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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your security team requires each Amazon ECS task to have an IAM
policy that limits the task's privileges to only those required
for its use of AWS services. How can you achieve this?
A. Use IAM roles on the Amazon ECS container instances to
associate IAM roles with each ECS task on that instance
B. Connect to each running Amazon ECS container instance and
add discrete credentials
C. Use IAM roles for Amazon ECS tasks to associate a specific
IAM role with each ECS task definition
D. Reboot each Amazon ECS task programmatically to generate new
instance metadata for each task
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Why is the neighbor relationship between R1 &amp; R2 and R1
&amp; R3 an L2-type neighborship?
A. because the area ID on R1 is different as compared to the
area ID of R2 and R3
B. because the circuit type on those three routers is L1/L2
C. because the hello interval is not the same on those three
routers
D. because the network type between R1, R2, and R3 is
point-to-point
Answer: A
Explanation:
With IS-IS, an individual router is in only one area, and the
border between areas is on the link that connects two routers
that are in different areas. A Level 2 router may have
neighbors in the same or in different areas, and it has a Level
2 link-state database with all information for inter-area
routing. Level 2 routers know about other areas but will not
have Level 1 information from its own area.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/ps6599/products_white_paper
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